
$ wget http://ssolo.web.elte.hu/lab_data.tgz

$ wget http://ssolo.web.elte.hu/lab_slides.pdf 

$ tar xzf lab_data.tgz

$ cd ~/workshop_materials 

$ cd lab_data

http://ssolo.web.elte.hu/lab_data.tgz


$ cd ~/software/ALE/ 
$ git pull 
$ cd ./build 
$ make 
$ PATH=/home/phylogenomics/software/ALE/build/bin/:$PATH 
$ export PATH



The stories gene families can be complicated
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The story of each gene family consist of a unique series of evolutionary events that often 
results in a change of copy number and shifts in function.
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$ cd ~/workshop_materials/lab_data/Hemoglobin
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Given G and S we want to calculate: 

1. D rate (delta) and L rate (lambda)

2. P(G | S,delta,lambda )
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ALEml HuHoCo.tree Hemoglobin.tree.ale tau=0 sample=10

#ALEml using ALE v0.5 by Szollosi GJ et al.; ssolo@elte.hu; CC BY-SA 3.0;

S:      (Human:1,(Horse:0.5,Cow:0.5)1:0.5)2;

Input ale from: Hemoglobin.tree.ale
>logl: -4.45543
rate of  Duplications   Transfers       Losses
ML      0.76128 0       1e-10

10 reconciled G-s:

((Human_gamma:2,(Human_beta:1,Human_delta:1)D@0|0|Human:1)D@0|0.05|Human:2,(Horse_beta-delta:3,(Cow_gamma:2,Cow_beta-delta:2)D@0|0.3|Cow:1).1:2).2:0;
((Human_gamma:2,(Human_beta:1,Human_delta:1)D@1|0.5|Human:1)D@1|0.55|Human:2,(Horse_beta-delta:3,(Cow_gamma:2,Cow_beta-delta:2)D@0|0.2|Cow:1).1:2).2:0;
((Human_gamma:2,(Human_beta:1,Human_delta:1)D@0|0.1|Human:1)D@0|0.4|Human:2,(Horse_beta-delta:3,(Cow_gamma:2,Cow_beta-delta:2)D@0|0.4|Cow:1).1:2).2:0;
((Human_gamma:2,(Human_beta:1,Human_delta:1)D@0|0.15|Human:1)D@0|0.25|Human:2,(Horse_beta-delta:3,(Cow_gamma:2,Cow_beta-delta:2)D@0|0.2|Cow:1).1:2).2:0;
((Human_gamma:2,(Human_beta:1,Human_delta:1)D@0|0.25|Human:1)D@1|0.75|Human:2,(Horse_beta-delta:3,(Cow_gamma:2,Cow_beta-delta:2)D@0|0.4|Cow:1).1:2).2:0;
((Human_gamma:2,(Human_beta:1,Human_delta:1)D@0|0.1|Human:1)D@0|0.25|Human:2,(Horse_beta-delta:3,(Cow_gamma:2,Cow_beta-delta:2)D@0|0.2|Cow:1).1:2).2:0;
((Human_gamma:2,(Human_beta:1,Human_delta:1)D@0|0.05|Human:1)D@0|0.3|Human:2,(Horse_beta-delta:3,(Cow_gamma:2,Cow_beta-delta:2)D@0|0.05|Cow:1).1:2).2:0;
((Human_gamma:2,(Human_beta:1,Human_delta:1)D@0|0.2|Human:1)D@1|0.55|Human:2,(Horse_beta-delta:3,(Cow_gamma:2,Cow_beta-delta:2)D@0|0.2|Cow:1).1:2).2:0;
((Human_gamma:2,(Human_beta:1,Human_delta:1)D@0|0.35|Human:1)D@1|0.5|Human:2,(Horse_beta-delta:3,(Cow_gamma:2,Cow_beta-delta:2)D@0|0.05|Cow:1).1:2).2:0;
((Human_gamma:2,(Human_beta:1,Human_delta:1)D@0|0.15|Human:1)D@0|0.3|Human:2,(Horse_beta-delta:3,(Cow_gamma:2,Cow_beta-delta:2)D@0|0.15|Cow:1).1:2).2:0;
# of     Duplications   Transfers       Losses  Speciations
Total   3       0       0       2

# of     Duplications   Transfers       Losses  copies
S_terminal_branch       Cow     1       0       0       2
S_terminal_branch       Horse   0       0       0       1
S_terminal_branch       Human   2       0       0       3
S_internal_branch       1       0       0       0       1
S_internal_branch       2       0       0       0       1
HuHoCo.tree_Hemoglobin.tree.ale.ml_rec (END)
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ALEml HuHoCo.tree Hemoglobin.tree.ale tau=0 sample=10
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ALEml HuHoCo.tree Hemoglobin.tree.ale tau=0 sample=10
((Human_gamma:2,(Human_beta:1,Human_delta:1)D@0|0.01|Human:1)D@0|0.05|Human:2,(Horse_beta-delta:3,(Cow_gamma:2,Cow_beta-delta:2)D@0|0.3|Cow:1).1:2).2:0;
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# of     Duplications   Transfers       Losses  Speciations
Total   3       0       0       2

# of     Duplications   Transfers       Losses  copies
S_terminal_branch       Cow     1       0       0       2
S_terminal_branch       Horse   0       0       0       1
S_terminal_branch       Human   2       0       0       3
S_internal_branch       1       0       0       0       1
S_internal_branch       2       0       0       0       1
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The story of each gene family consist of a unique series of evolutionary events that often 
results in a change of copy number and shifts in function.
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and cattle  fetal chains, and differ in  the cattIe adult chain. 
Therefore the situation, from this point of view is not entirely un- 
ambiguous. However, methionine and  tryptophan  are  rare residues in 
hemoglobins, and their presence in  the human  chain and absence from 
the  other chains under consideration is more meaningful than any 
of the  other  pertinent relationships that  are observed. 

On  the basis of the evidence, we propose the relationship between 
chains shown in Fig. 4. In this figure, the vertical dimension is propor- 

tional to  the  number of differences between chains as given in Table VIII. 
An ancestral gene has  ,duplicated to yield two daughter genes, one of 
which has become the  human y gene, and  the other the horse gene 
and the gene present in the descent of the Primates prior to the 
appearance of the  and genes. Not a great many million years before 
the “Artiodactyl duplication,” the ancestor of the  cattle chains lost 
a residue at or next to the N-terminus (which term of this alternative 
obtains cannot at present be ascertained) and adopted methionine as its 
N-terminus. The “Artiodactyl duplication” then yielded two daughter 
genes, one of which continued to be used as an  adult major-component 

chain in cattle, whereas the  other was adopted for use as the  fetal 
chain in  cattle.  Figure 4 suggests that man and horse are slightly 

more closely related  than man and oxen, but this piece of molecular evi- 
dence cannot be taken seriously  as long as it remains single. 

As mentioned, the absence of one residue at or next to  the N-terminus 
of chains seems to be limited to a relatively small group of 
mammals. We may therefore assume that we  are dealing with a deletion 

Zukerkandl & Pauling 1965
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((((Human_beta,Human_delta),
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(Human_gamma,


(Cow_beta-delta,Cow_gamma)));

and cattle  fetal chains, and differ in  the cattIe adult chain. 
Therefore the situation, from this point of view is not entirely un- 
ambiguous. However, methionine and  tryptophan  are  rare residues in 
hemoglobins, and their presence in  the human  chain and absence from 
the  other chains under consideration is more meaningful than any 
of the  other  pertinent relationships that  are observed. 

On  the basis of the evidence, we propose the relationship between 
chains shown in Fig. 4. In this figure, the vertical dimension is propor- 

tional to  the  number of differences between chains as given in Table VIII. 
An ancestral gene has  ,duplicated to yield two daughter genes, one of 
which has become the  human y gene, and  the other the horse gene 
and the gene present in the descent of the Primates prior to the 
appearance of the  and genes. Not a great many million years before 
the “Artiodactyl duplication,” the ancestor of the  cattle chains lost 
a residue at or next to the N-terminus (which term of this alternative 
obtains cannot at present be ascertained) and adopted methionine as its 
N-terminus. The “Artiodactyl duplication” then yielded two daughter 
genes, one of which continued to be used as an  adult major-component 

chain in cattle, whereas the  other was adopted for use as the  fetal 
chain in  cattle.  Figure 4 suggests that man and horse are slightly 

more closely related  than man and oxen, but this piece of molecular evi- 
dence cannot be taken seriously  as long as it remains single. 

As mentioned, the absence of one residue at or next to  the N-terminus 
of chains seems to be limited to a relatively small group of 
mammals. We may therefore assume that we  are dealing with a deletion 

Zukerkandl & Pauling 1965
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ALEml HuHoCo.tree Zukerkandl-Pauling.tree.ale tau=0 sample=10
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#ALEml using ALE v0.5 by Szollosi GJ et al.; ssolo@elte.hu; CC BY-SA 3.0;

S:      (Human:1,(Horse:0.5,Cow:0.5)1:0.5)2;

Input ale from: HuHoCo.tree_Zukerkandl-Pauling.tree.ale
>logl: -10.0385
rate of  Duplications   Transfers       Losses
ML      0.721451        0       0.699903

10 reconciled G-s:

((Human_gamma:5,(Cow_beta-delta:1,Cow_gamma:1).1D@0|0.2|Cow:2).2:1,(Horse_beta-delta.1:2,(Human_beta:1,Human_delta:1)D@1|0.55|Human:1).2:1)D@2|1.05|2:0;
(Horse_beta-delta.2.1:2,((Human_beta:1,Human_delta:1).2D@1|0.55|Human:1,(Human_gamma:5,(Cow_beta-delta:1,Cow_gamma:1).1D@0|0.1|Cow:2).2:1)D@2|1|2:2)D@2|1.35|2:0;
((Human_gamma:5,(Cow_beta-delta:1,Cow_gamma:1).1D@0|0.45|Cow:2).2:1,(Horse_beta-delta.1:2,(Human_beta:1,Human_delta:1)D@0|0.05|Human:1).2:1)D@2|1.2|2:0;
((Human_gamma:5,(Cow_beta-delta:1,Cow_gamma:1).1D@0|0.4|Cow:2).2:1,(Horse_beta-delta.1:2,(Human_beta:1,Human_delta:1)D@0|0.15|Human:1).2:1)D@2|1.45|2:0;
((Human_gamma:5,(Cow_beta-delta:1,Cow_gamma:1).1D@0|0.3|Cow:2).2:1,(Horse_beta-delta.1:2,(Human_beta:1,Human_delta:1)D@0|0|Human:1).2:1)D@2|1|2:0;
(Horse_beta-delta.2.1:2,((Human_beta:1,Human_delta:1).2D@0|0.4|Human:1,(Human_gamma:5,(Cow_beta-delta:1,Cow_gamma:1).1D@0|0.05|Cow:2).2:1)D@2|1|2:2)D@2|1.3|2:0;
((Human_gamma:5,(Cow_beta-delta:1,Cow_gamma:1).1D@0|0.1|Cow:2).2:1,(Horse_beta-delta.1:2,(Human_beta:1,Human_delta:1)D@0|0.1|Human:1).2:1)D@2|1.35|2:0;
((Human_gamma:5,(Cow_beta-delta:1,Cow_gamma:1).1D@0|0.15|Cow:2).2:1,(Horse_beta-delta.1:2,(Human_beta:1,Human_delta:1)D@0|0.05|Human:1).2:1)D@2|1.1|2:0;
((Human_gamma:5,(Cow_beta-delta.1:1,Cow_gamma.1:1)D@1|0.5|1:2).2:1,(Horse_beta-delta.1:2,(Human_beta:1,Human_delta:1)D@0|0.2|Human:1).2:1)D@2|1.05|2:0;
((Human_gamma:5,(Cow_beta-delta:1,Cow_gamma:1).1D@0|0.15|Cow:2).2:1,(Horse_beta-delta.1:2,(Human_beta:1,Human_delta:1)D@1|0.55|Human:1).2:1)D@2|1.05|2:0;
# of     Duplications   Transfers       Losses  Speciations
Total   3.2     0       2.5     4.3

# of     Duplications   Transfers       Losses  copies
S_terminal_branch       Cow     0.9     0       1       2
S_terminal_branch       Horse   0       0       1.1     1
S_terminal_branch       Human   1       0       0.2     3
S_internal_branch       1       0.1     0       0.2     2.1
S_internal_branch       2       1.2     0       0       2.2
HuHoCo.tree_Zukerkandl-Pauling.tree.ale.ml_rec (END)

ALEml HuHoCo.tree Zukerkandl-Pauling.tree.ale tau=0 sample=10
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#ALEml using ALE v0.5 by Szollosi GJ et al.; ssolo@elte.hu; CC BY-SA 3.0;

S:      (Human:1,(Horse:0.5,Cow:0.5)1:0.5)2;

Input ale from: Hemoglobin.tree.ale
>logl: -4.45543
rate of  Duplications   Transfers       Losses
ML      0.76128         0               1e-10

..
# of     Duplications   Transfers       Losses  Speciations
Total    3              0               0       2

# of     Duplications   Transfers       Losses  copies
S_terminal_branch       Cow     1       0       0       2
S_terminal_branch       Horse   0       0       0       1
S_terminal_branch       Human   2       0       0       3
S_internal_branch       1       0       0       0       1
S_internal_branch       2       0       0       0       1
HuHoCo.tree_Hemoglobin.tree.ale.ml_rec (END)

#ALEml using ALE v0.5 by Szollosi GJ et al.; ssolo@elte.hu; CC BY-SA 3.0;

S:      (Human:1,(Horse:0.5,Cow:0.5)1:0.5)2;

Input ale from: Zukerkandl-Pauling.tree.ale
>logl: -10.0385
rate of  Duplications   Transfers       Losses
ML      0.721451        0               0.699903

..
# of     Duplications   Transfers       Losses  Speciations
Total    3.4            0               2.9     4.5

# of     Duplications   Transfers       Losses  copies
S_terminal_branch       Cow     0.9     0       1       2
S_terminal_branch       Horse   0       0       1.1     1
S_terminal_branch       Human   1       0       0.4     3
S_internal_branch       1       0.1     0       0.4     2.1
S_internal_branch       2       1.4     0       0       2.4
HuHoCo.tree_Zukerkandl-Pauling.tree.ale.ml_rec (END)

ALEml HuHoCo.tree Zukerkandl-Pauling.tree.ale tau=0 sample=10
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#ALEml using ALE v0.5 by Szollosi GJ et al.; ssolo@elte.hu; CC BY-SA 3.0;

S:      (Human:1,(Horse:0.5,Cow:0.5)1:0.5)2;

Input ale from: Zukerkandl-Pauling.tree.ale
>logl: -25.1341
rate of  Duplications   Transfers       Losses
ML      0.01    0       0.01

..
# of     Duplications   Transfers       Losses  Speciations
Total    3              0               2       4

# of     Duplications   Transfers       Losses  copies
S_terminal_branch       Cow     1       0       1       2
S_terminal_branch       Horse   0       0       1       1
S_terminal_branch       Human   1       0       0       3
S_internal_branch       1       0       0       0       2
S_internal_branch       2       1       0       0       2
HuHoCo.tree_Zukerkandl-Pauling.tree.ale.ml_rec (END)

ALEml HuHoCo.tree Zukerkandl-Pauling.tree.ale delta=0.01 lambda=0.01 tau=0 sample=10
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DLInput ale from: Zukerkandl-Pauling.tree.ale
>logl: -10.0385
rate of  Duplications   Transfers       Losses
ML      0.721451        0               0.699903

..
# of     Duplications   Transfers       Losses  Speciations
Total    3.4            0               2.9     4.5

# of     Duplications   Transfers       Losses  copies
S_terminal_branch       Cow     0.9     0       1       2
S_terminal_branch       Horse   0       0       1.1     1
S_terminal_branch       Human   1       0       0.4     3
S_internal_branch       1       0.1     0       0.4     2.1
S_internal_branch       2       1.4     0       0       2.4
HuHoCo.tree_Zukerkandl-Pauling.tree.ale.ml_rec (END)

ALEml HuHoCo.tree Zukerkandl-Pauling.tree.ale tau=0 sample=10

#ALEml using ALE v0.5 by Szollosi GJ et al.; ssolo@elte.hu; CC BY-SA 3.0;

S:      (Human:1,(Horse:0.5,Cow:0.5)1:0.5)2;

Input ale from: Hemoglobin.tree.ale
>logl: -4.45543
rate of  Duplications   Transfers       Losses
ML      0.76128         0               1e-10

..
# of     Duplications   Transfers       Losses  Speciations
Total    3              0               0       2

# of     Duplications   Transfers       Losses  copies
S_terminal_branch       Cow     1       0       0       2
S_terminal_branch       Horse   0       0       0       1
S_terminal_branch       Human   2       0       0       3
S_internal_branch       1       0       0       0       1
S_internal_branch       2       0       0       0       1
HuHoCo.tree_Hemoglobin.tree.ale.ml_rec (END)

ALEml HuHoCo.tree Hemoglobin.tree.ale tau=0 sample=10

Hemoglobin/



#ALEml using ALE v0.5 by Szollosi GJ et al.; ssolo@elte.hu; CC BY-SA 3.0;

S:      (Human:1,(Horse:0.5,Cow:0.5)1:0.5)2;

Input ale from: Zukerkandl-Pauling.tree.ale
>logl: -25.1341
rate of  Duplications   Transfers       Losses
ML      0.01    0       0.01

10 reconciled G-s:

((Human_gamma:5,(Cow_beta-delta:1,Cow_gamma:1).1D@0|0|Cow:2).2:1,(Horse_beta-delta.1:2,(Human_beta:1,Human_delta:1)D@1|0.5|Human:1).2:1)D@2|1.45|2:0;
((Human_gamma:5,(Cow_beta-delta:1,Cow_gamma:1).1D@0|0.15|Cow:2).2:1,(Horse_beta-delta.1:2,(Human_beta:1,Human_delta:1)D@0|0.05|Human:1).2:1)D@2|1.3|2:0;
((Human_gamma:5,(Cow_beta-delta:1,Cow_gamma:1).1D@0|0.45|Cow:2).2:1,(Horse_beta-delta.1:2,(Human_beta:1,Human_delta:1)D@0|0.45|Human:1).2:1)D@2|1.35|2:0;
((Human_gamma:5,(Cow_beta-delta:1,Cow_gamma:1).1D@0|0.05|Cow:2).2:1,(Horse_beta-delta.1:2,(Human_beta:1,Human_delta:1)D@1|0.55|Human:1).2:1)D@2|1.65|2:0;
((Human_gamma:5,(Cow_beta-delta:1,Cow_gamma:1).1D@0|0.45|Cow:2).2:1,(Horse_beta-delta.1:2,(Human_beta:1,Human_delta:1)D@1|0.95|Human:1).2:1)D@2|1.55|2:0;
((Human_gamma:5,(Cow_beta-delta:1,Cow_gamma:1).1D@0|0.25|Cow:2).2:1,(Horse_beta-delta.1:2,(Human_beta:1,Human_delta:1)D@0|0.1|Human:1).2:1)D@2|1.05|2:0;
((Human_gamma:5,(Cow_beta-delta:1,Cow_gamma:1).1D@0|0|Cow:2).2:1,(Horse_beta-delta.1:2,(Human_beta:1,Human_delta:1)D@0|0.25|Human:1).2:1)D@2|1.6|2:0;
((Human_gamma:5,(Cow_beta-delta:1,Cow_gamma:1).1D@0|0.35|Cow:2).2:1,(Horse_beta-delta.1:2,(Human_beta:1,Human_delta:1)D@0|0.05|Human:1).2:1)D@2|1.35|2:0;
((Human_gamma:5,(Cow_beta-delta:1,Cow_gamma:1).1D@0|0.15|Cow:2).2:1,(Horse_beta-delta.1:2,(Human_beta:1,Human_delta:1)D@1|0.55|Human:1).2:1)D@2|1.1|2:0;
((Human_gamma:5,(Cow_beta-delta:1,Cow_gamma:1).1D@0|0.15|Cow:2).2:1,(Horse_beta-delta.1:2,(Human_beta:1,Human_delta:1)D@0|0.25|Human:1).2:1)D@2|1.7|2:0;
# of     Duplications   Transfers       Losses  Speciations
Total   3       0       2       4

# of     Duplications   Transfers       Losses  copies
S_terminal_branch       Cow     1       0       1       2
S_terminal_branch       Horse   0       0       1       1
S_terminal_branch       Human   1       0       0       3
S_internal_branch       1       0       0       0       2
S_internal_branch       2       1       0       0       2
HuHoCo.tree_Zukerkandl-Pauling.tree.ale.ml_rec (END)

ALEml HuHoCo.tree Zukerkandl-Pauling.tree.ale delta=0.01 lambda=0.01 tau=0 sample=10
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((Human_gamma:5,(Cow_beta-delta:1,Cow_gamma:1).1D@0|0.15|Cow:2).2:1,(Horse_beta-delta.1:2,(Human_beta:1,Human_delta:1)D@0|0.05|Human:1).2:1)D@2|1.3|2:0;

# of     Duplications   Transfers       Losses  Speciations
Total    3              0               2       4

# of     Duplications   Transfers       Losses  copies
S_terminal_branch       Cow     1       0       1       2
S_terminal_branch       Horse   0       0       1       1
S_terminal_branch       Human   1       0       0       3
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obtains cannot at present be ascertained) and adopted methionine as its 
N-terminus. The “Artiodactyl duplication” then yielded two daughter 
genes, one of which continued to be used as an  adult major-component 

chain in cattle, whereas the  other was adopted for use as the  fetal 
chain in  cattle.  Figure 4 suggests that man and horse are slightly 

more closely related  than man and oxen, but this piece of molecular evi- 
dence cannot be taken seriously  as long as it remains single. 

As mentioned, the absence of one residue at or next to  the N-terminus 
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standing questions such as the reconstruction
of the timing of life evolution or the root
of the tree of life. The recent realization that
horizontal gene transfer has been extensive
throughout the evolution of the eukaryotic
domain (Keeling and Palmer 2008; Andersson
2009) will allow to compare the information
derived from genome histories to the fossil
record.
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species tree

standing questions such as the reconstruction
of the timing of life evolution or the root
of the tree of life. The recent realization that
horizontal gene transfer has been extensive
throughout the evolution of the eukaryotic
domain (Keeling and Palmer 2008; Andersson
2009) will allow to compare the information
derived from genome histories to the fossil
record.
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((a_1.1:1.5,(c_2:1,d_2:1).2:0.5).3:0.5,(b_1.1:2,(d_1:1,c_1:1).2:3).3:0.5)D@3|1.2|3:0;
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# of     Duplications   Transfers       Losses  Speciations
Total   1       0       2       6
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Gene trees and species trees can be jointly reconstructed

Using a hierarchical model wherein gene trees are generated along the species tree and sequences are 
generated along gene trees we can jointly infer gene trees and species trees from sequences.  
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gene trees

standing questions such as the reconstruction
of the timing of life evolution or the root
of the tree of life. The recent realization that
horizontal gene transfer has been extensive
throughout the evolution of the eukaryotic
domain (Keeling and Palmer 2008; Andersson
2009) will allow to compare the information
derived from genome histories to the fossil
record.
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Efficiently exploring the space of reconciled gene trees
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Szöllősi, Rosikiewicz, Boussau, Tannier & Daubin Systematic Biology (2013) 
Efficient exploration of the space of reconciled gene trees 

Szöllősi, Tannier, Lartillot & Daubin Systematic Biology (2013) 
Lateral Gene Transfer from the Deadimplemented in ALE: 

http://github.com/ssolo/ALE

Based on a sample of trees conditional clade probabilities can be used to estimate posterior probability of any 
gene tree that can be amalgamated.  This is usually a very large number of trees (e.g. for 104 samples 1012 trees, 
but up to 1040). The dynamic programming used in gene tree-species tree reconciliation can be extended to 
approximate the joint likelihood efficiently for a very large set of gene trees.
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Use ALEml (and/or ALEml_undated) on each gene tree to estimate ML rates  
and sample reconciliations with the specie tree
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Then use ALEml (and/or ALEml_undated) on each gene tree to estimate ML rates 

and sample reconciliations with the specie tree

Combine the three trees into the same file to have 2x red.tree, 3x green.tree, 5x blue.tree
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Real data!
OK .. first realistic data
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$ cd ~/workshop_materials/lab_data/real_data/simulated

[12:31 28/9/2013 Sysbio-syt054.tex] Page: 904 901–912
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a) b) c)

FIGURE 2. Validating joint likelihood-based inference. a) We (i) reconstructed reconciled gene trees that maximise the joint likelihood using
homologous gene families from 36 cyanobacterial genomes together with the species tree show in Figure A.4; (ii) simulated sequences using the
reconstructed “real” trees and a COMPLEX model of sequence evolution; (iii) sampled gene tree topologies using both a SIMPLE model and the
COMPLEX model; (iv) attempted to reconstruct the “real” trees from the simulated sequences using only the sequence alone, and using the joint
likelihood together with the species tree for samples from both the SIMPLE and the COMPLEX models. b) The Robinson-Foulds distance to the
real trees demonstrates that trees reconstructed from simulated sequences using the joint likelihood are more accurate than those reconstructed
based on the sequence alone regardless of the model of sequence evolution used. c) In the top panel, we compare the distribution of the number
of genes in ancestral genomes based on reconciliations of gene trees reconstructed from 342 universal single-copy cyanobacterial gene families.
The mean number of copies for joint (diamonds, blue online) and sequence trees (squares, red online) is plotted together with the standard
deviation (dark and light gray lines, blue and red online). The time order of the speciations corresponds to Figure 3 of Szöllősi et al. (2012). In
the lower panel, we compare the number of Duplication, Transfer, and Loss events needed to reconcile joint and sequence trees. For details of
the inferences presented see Appendix 1.

families with 10 or more genes in any of the 36
cyanobacteria present in version 5 of the HOGENOM
database (Penel et al. 2009). Families with more than
150 genes were not considered. For each family, amino
acid sequences were extracted from the database
and aligned using MUSCLE (v3.8.31) (Edgar 2004)
with default parameters. The multiple alignment
was subsequently cleaned using GBLOCKS (v0.91b)
(Talavera and Castresana 2007) with the options:

“-t=p -b1 50 -b2 50 -b5=a -t=p”.

Cleaned alignments are available from the
Dryad data repository at http://datadryad.org,
doi:10.5061/dryad.pv6df.

Reconstructing “real” trees.—For each cleaned alignment,
an MCMC sample was obtained using PhyloBayes
(v3.2e) (Lartillot et al. 2009) using an LG+!4+I
substitution model (Le and Gascuel 2008) with a burn-
in of 1000 samples followed by at least 3000 samples.
Following this step, gene families were separated into
two datasets: (i) dataset I, composed of 342 universal
single-copy families with exactly one copy in each of
the 36 cyanobacteria and, (ii) dataset II, which includes
dataset I, and is composed of 1099 families, each with at
least 10 genes in any of the 36 cyanobacterial genomes
considered. For the 342 single-copy universal gene
families of dataset I 10 000 trees were sampled.

For each family, we used the species tree shown
in Figure A.4, sampled reconciled gene trees using
ALEsample (sampling at least 5000 reconciled trees) to
sample DTL rates and reconciled gene trees, and ALEml

to find the ML DTL rates and the corresponding ML
reconciled gene tree.

For each ALEsample sample, we computed the
majority consensus tree and fully resolved “real” trees
for each gene family were calculated based on the
ALEsample sample of trees by finding the tree that
maximized CCPs based on the sample. For both real
and simulated alignments, sequence-only trees were
also inferred using PhyML (version 20110526) (Guindon
and Gascuel 2003) using the LG+!4+I model with the
options:

“-b -4 -m LG -f e -v e -c 4 -a e -s BEST”.

“Real” gene trees are available from the Dryad
data repository at http://datadryad.org, doi:10.5061/
dryad.pv6df.

Sequence simulation.—To simulate amino acid sequences,
we used bppseqgen (v1.1.0) (Dutheil and Boussau 2008)
keeping the branch lengths and alignment sizes and
using the COMPLEX model corresponding to an LG
model with site rate variation described by a gamma
distribution with "=0.1 and 10% invariant sites.

Simulated alignments are available from the
Dryad data repository at http://datadryad.org,
doi:10.5061/dryad.pv6df.

Inference for simulated data.—For each simulated
alignment, an MCMC sample was obtained
using PhyloBayes (v3.2e) using a SIMPLE model
corresponding to a Poisson model (Felsenstein 1981)
with no rate variation.
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Real data!
OK .. first realistic data
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iqtree -m LG -bb 10000 -s HBG486560_sim.fasta -wbtl

Do the same for HBG747311_sim.fasta..

Sample trees using bootstrap and take a look: 

Run ALEml_undated on the ML tree
ALEobserve HBG486560_sim.fasta.treefile  
ALEml_undated ../S.tree HBG486560_sim.fasta.treefile.ale  

What do you see? 

(Hint: compare the “Total:” rows giving the avg. number of events )

Run ALEml_undated on the true tree
ALEobserve HBG486560_true.tree  
ALEml_undated ../S.tree HBG486560_true.tree.ale  

Run ALEml_undated on the sample of trees
ALEobserve HBG486560_sim.fasta.ufboot  
ALEml_undated ../S.tree HBG486560_sim.fasta.ufboot.ale  

less HBG486560_sim.fasta.ufboot



Real data!

DTL

S

Gj

S

Aij

real_data/sc_univ_fams

Run ALEml_undated on the ML tree

ALEml_undated ../S.tree HBG486560_real.fasta.treefile.ale  

we don’t know the true tree, sorry

Run ALEml_undated on the sample of trees from phylobayes 

ALEml_undated ../S.tree HBG486560_real.ale  

What do you see? 

(Hint: compare the “Total:” rows giving the avg. number of events )

$ cd ~/workshop_materials/lab_data/real_data/
$ cd sc_univ_fams



Real data!

DTL

S

Gj

S

Aij

HBG285867
HBG571647
HBG616165

real_data/sc_univ_fams

ALEml_undated ../S.tree HBG486560_real.fasta.treefile.ale  

ALEml_undated ../S.tree HBG486560_real.ale  

# of    Duplications   Transfers       Losses  Speciations
Total   0              6.25            3.96    32.71

# of    Duplications   Transfers       Losses  Speciations
Total   0              1.05            0.99    34.94
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a) b) c)

d) e) f)

FIGURE A.1. Results of joint likelihood-based reconstruction for simulated and real data. a) The distribution of normalized Robinson-Foulds
distance to the real tree used to simulate sequences, defined as the distance divided by its maximum possible value in each gene tree, for all
simulated gene families. Joint inference-based on the COMPLEX model was only performed for single-copy universal families (cf. Fig. 2b). b)
Comparison of the distribution of DTL events for all simulated gene families. Some points fall outside the range of the ordinate. c) The fraction
of bipartitions in majority consensus trees with statistical support over a given threshold for all simulated gene families. d) Robinson-Foulds
distance to the species tree for 342 single-copy universal gene families from 36 cyanobacterial genomes. e) DTL events for 1099 gene families
from 36 cyanobacterial genomes. Some points fall outside the range of the ordinate. f) The fraction of bipartitions in majority consensus trees
with statistical support over a given threshold for 1099 gene families from 36 cyanobacterial genomes.

unrepresented species is:
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where Ei(S) denotes the set of branches of S in time
slice i. The terms correspond to (i) no event with an
observed descendent; (ii) birth of two gene lineages

by speciation, duplication or transfer, such that both
leave observed descendants; (iii) and (iv) birth of two
gene lineages with observed descendants as a result of
transfer back to the represented phylogeny; and finally,
(v) transfer back to the represented phylogeny following
which the copy in the unrepresented donor lineage does
not leave an observed descendant, compare equation (5)
and Figure A1 of Szöllősi et al. (2013).

At speciation times t= ti where branches f and g
descend from e in S, a represented speciation takes place
that may be followed by a loss, compare equation (6) and
Figure A1 of Szöllősi et al. (2013):

!e(",t) =
#

("′,"′′|")

p("′,"′′|")!f ("′,t)!g ("′′,t) (A.3)

+
#

("′,"′′|")

p("′,"′′|")!f ("′′,t)!g ("′,t)

+!f (",t)Eg (t)+Ef (t)!g (",t).
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S-aware 
                  -unaware

S-aware 
                  -unaware

S-aware 
                  -unaware



Real data!

DTL

S

Gj

S

Aij

HBG285867
HBG571647
HBG616165

real_data/sc_univ_fams

ALEml_undated ../S.tree HBG486560_real.fasta.treefile.ale  

ALEml_undated ../S.tree HBG486560_real.ale  

# of    Duplications   Transfers       Losses  Speciations
Total   0              6.25            3.96    32.71

# of    Duplications   Transfers       Losses  Speciations
Total   0              1.05            0.99    34.94

Can you find a true orthologous family? 
(i.e. a family with 0 Duplication , Transfer and Loss events) 



Real data!

DTL

S

Aij

real_data/general_fams

ALEml_undated ../S1.tree HBG486560_real.ale  
SALEml_undated ../S2.tree HBG486560_real.ale  

ALEml_undated ../S3.tree HBG486560_real.ale  

..

Rooting the species tree using DTL 

$ cd ~/workshop_materials/lab_data/real_data/simulated
$ cd general_fams


